SHRIMP AND FISH CATCH LANDING TRENDS IN SONGKHLA LAGOON, THAILAND DURING 2003-2016
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Abstract. Time series analysis techniques and Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) models were used to analyze monthly fish and shrimp catch landing trends recorded for Songkhla shallow lagoon in Thailand (2003-2016). Autocorrelation (AC) and Partial Autocorrelation (PAC) functions were calculated to build seasonal ARIMA models. These models were well-chosen for explaining the time series and forecasting future catch landings. It is found that both fish and shrimp catch landings tend to fluctuate steadily. The fish catch from 2017 to 2020 is steadily increasing on the average by 36.06%, while the shrimp catch is decreasing by around 15.47% for the same period. This study demonstrates the importance of undertaking detailed studies of ecological and economic sustainable development to support the comprehensive fisheries management policy for Songkhla Lagoon. The present study shows an effective tool for making accurate forecasts; it also helps in decision making about, and fisheries management of the Songkhla Lagoon.
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Introduction

Time series analysis of fishery landings plays a vital role in fisheries management and decision making due to its capacity for demonstrating the trends and seasonality patterns of the data (Koutroumanidis et al., 2006; Tsitsika et al., 2007). In the fishery field, time series analysis qualifies for forecasting because it expresses past patterns and projects into the future (Stergiou et al., 1997).

Forecasting has been applied to all sectors of the economy. During the last three decades, forecasting has been rapidly developing in the field of fisheries, in describing fishery units (Murawski et al., 1983) and the state of fisheries’ resources and management (Fox, 1970; Pauly, 1989; Sparre et al., 1989; Stergiou and Petrakis, 1993). Various statistical models have been used to analyze trends and to forecast fish catches.
Significant regression, univariate and multivariate time series models were used to forecast monthly and annual marine fisheries’ catches (Stergiou and Christow, 1996; Stergiou et al., 1997) of Loliginid and Ommastrephid (Georgakarakos et al., 2002, 2006).

The forecasting of fisheries’ landings has been studied by many researchers using the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) methodology. So far, this method has been successful in describing and forecasting fishery dynamics of broadly different species—significantly, demersal and pelagic species (Stergiou, 1990; Stergiou and Christow, 1996; Stergiou et al., 1997; Tsitsika et al., 2007), squid (Pierce and Boyle, 2003), mackerel (Lloret et al., 2000; Punzón et al., 2004), loliginid and ommastrephid (Georgakarakos et al., 2002, 2006).

Songkhla Lagoon is one of the two lagoons in the world that has Irrawaddy dolphins, an endangered species. The lagoon’s multitude of flora and fauna species makes it rich in biodiversity and it provides resources for local fisheries’ fishermen all year around. The livelihood of the more than 1.9 million people of the 25 districts located in the three provinces of Southern Thailand rely on this fishery resource. The lagoon provides both economic benefits and nutrition for the local people. It is not only an important source of livelihood for men, but also for women, who do fish processing.

Small-scale fishing has been the main livelihood for local fishermen around Songkhla Lagoon for many generations. However, as in many places in the world, the numbers of fish have been declining sharply. Many fishermen of Songkhla Lagoon are wondering whether they can survive in fishing or if they must convert to another occupation. Many of them are moving to other fishing areas or changing their work.

For the effective socio-economic and environmental management of Songkhla Lagoon, and in aiming for sustainable development of fisheries’ resources, it is vital to know the seasons and the trends of fish catch in the future, as well as the factors that affect any changes in these. Forecasting fish catch trends in Songkhla Lagoon is necessary.

There is a growing body of literature that recognizes the importance of statistical models in forecasting as well as in analyzing fish catches in Songkhla Lagoon over the last few decades. Significantly, Chesoh and Lim (2008) used a linear regression model for forecasting fish catches during 1977-2006. The structure of the fish community was analyzed using a clustering model (Chesoh and Choonpradub, 2011), the method for analyzing fish assemblage distribution (Chesoh and Choonpradub, 2009). However, historical time series fish catch data usually cover a long time, which includes seasonal and non-seasonal periods. The seasonal ARIMA model, therefore, is widely used for time series forecasting and resolves the problems of season and non-season of the data by describing the autocorrelations of the data.

Fish catch landing data depends not only on human activities, but also very much on the weather. Normally this data changes over time. Artificial neural network (ANNs) models were used in this study to compare with SARIMA models because ANNs have some advantage over other forecasting models. ANNs are powerful nonlinear regression techniques (Bishop, 1995; Ripley, 1996; Titterington, 2010). Nowadays, ANNs have been used widely in time series forecasting due to their ability to approximate various nonlinearities in the data (Zhang, 2003). The significant advantage of ANNs is no prior assumption of the model form is required in the model building process; moreover, the network model is mainly determined by the characteristics of the data.
This study used monthly fish catch landings in Songkhla Lagoon data from 2003 to 2016 to evaluate the accuracy of SARIMA and ANNs models. The better model was chosen to forecast the fish and shrimp catch landing trends in Songkhla Lagoon to 2020.

Materials and Methods

Study site and sample collection

The total of fish and shrimp catch landings were collected for Songkhla Lagoon every month during 2003-2016 by the National Institute of Coastal Aquaculture (NICA), Thailand (Fig. 1).

During 14 years of data collecting, 21 shrimp species and 158 fish species were collected every month in 37 stations around Songkhla Lagoon. The main types of fishing gear that have been used in Songkhla Lagoon include traps, set-bag nets and gill nets; and fishing activities that use such gear affect fish stock dynamics and the ecosystem (Chesoh and Choonpradub, 2011).

Time series forecasting models

SARIMA models

A time series \( \{Z_t | t = 1, 2, ..., k\} \) is built using the SARIMA \((p, d, q) (P, D, Q)\) process with the mean \( \mu \) of the Box and Jenkins (1976) time series model if

\[
\phi(B)\phi(B^d)(1-B)^d(1-B^D)^D (Z_t - \mu) = \theta(B)\Theta(B^r)\alpha_t
\]  

(Eq. 1)
where, $Z_t$ denotes the observed value at time $t$, $t = 1, 2, \ldots, k$ and $a_t$ is the estimated residual at time $t$ (Eq. 1); $p$, $d$, $q$ denote the order of autoregressive (AR), degree of differencing or moving average (MA) of the non-seasonal part of the model to reach to stationary; $P$, $D$, $Q$ are autoregressive (AR), order or moving average (MA) of the seasonal part of the model; $s$ denotes the number of periods of the season; 

$$\phi(B) = 1 - \phi_1 B - \phi_2 B^2 - \ldots - \phi_p B^p, \quad \phi'(B') = 1 - \phi_1 B^s - \phi_2 B^{2s} - \ldots - \phi_p B^{ps},$$

$$\theta(B) = 1 - \theta_1 B - \theta_2 B^2 - \ldots - \theta_q B^q,$$

and $\Theta(B') = 1 - \Theta_1 B^s - \Theta_2 B^{2s} - \ldots - \Theta_q B^{qs}$

are polynomials in $B$ of degree $p$, $q$, $P$ and $Q$; $B$ is the backward shift operator. The SARIMA model includes four basic steps:

- Identification of the SARIMA $(p, d, q)(P, D, Q)$ structure.
- Estimation of the unknown parameters.
- Goodness-of-fit tests on the estimated residuals (Box and Jenkins, 1976; Makridakis, 1990).
- Forecast future outcomes based on the known data.

The $a_t$ should be independently and identically distributed as normal random variables with mean $= 0$ and variance $\sigma^2$. The roots of $\phi(Z) = 0$ and $\theta(Z) = 0$ should all lie outside the unit circle. The SARIMA model should use at least 50, or preferably 100 observations (Box and Jenkins, 1976). This data includes more than 100 months, which is adequate for a proper time-series analysis (Tsitsika et al., 2007).

The autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorrelation functions (PACF) of a series together are the most powerful tool usually applied to reveal the correct values of the model parameters. The ACF gives the autocorrelations calculated at lags 1, 2 and so on, while PACF gives the corresponding partial autocorrelations, controlling for autocorrelations at intervening lags. Parameter estimation of tentative models was determined using maximum-likelihood methods. The results included the parameter estimates, standard errors, estimate of residual variance, standard error of the estimate, natural log likelihood Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), and Schwartz’s Bayesian criterion (SBC). Model selection was based on the minimization of AIC and SBC. These criteria were descriptors of the model’s parsimony as they simultaneously account for the model’s fit onto the observed series alongside the number of parameters used in the fit.

Building SARIMA models

Monthly fish and shrimp catch landing data during 2003-2016 in Songkhla Lagoon were divided into two data sets. The training data set was applied for the period (January 2003 to September 2015), and was transformed by taking the natural logarithm. The transformed data sets then were White Neural Network, tested for nonlinearity by the package “nonlinearityTseries” in R (Garcia, 2015). Both transformed shrimp and fish tests had $p$ value $>0.05$, which means that there is no evidence to reject the null hypothesis of linearity (Varvey and Leybourne, 2007). The transformed training data of both shrimp and fish catch landings were tested for normality by using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. The shrimp data test results were $w=0.95967$, $p$ values $> 0.05$ and the fish data test results were ($w= 0.9843$, $p$ values $>0.05$). Therefore, the study had evidence to confirm that both transformed data sets
were of normal distribution (Royston, 1995). Then, the data sets were tested the stationarity by the Box-Ljung test, Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test and KPSS Test. All these stationary test results had evidence to confirm that the transformed data of fish and shrimp catch landings were non-stationary time series; therefore, we can apply seasonal ARIMA models for forecasting shrimp and fish catches in the short term.

However, to get forecasts for shrimp and fish catch landings back to the original unit, the forecasted data were back-transformed after using a fitting model by taking exponentiation of the coefficients and the forecast is then the mean of the catches.

Twelve last months of data (October 2015 to September 2016) were used to validate the models.

The data was strongly seasonal and obviously non-stationary; therefore, seasonal differencing was used. The seasonally differenced monthly shrimp and fish catch landing data are shown in Fig. 2.

The ACF and PACF of the transformed data sets showed spikes at periodic lags 12 and 24 (Fig. 2), which declined slowly, indicating that seasonal differencing was required to achieve stationary. Abrupt fluctuations in the seasonal ACF and PACF had been leveled out.

Based on the first differencing correlograms of autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorrelation (PACF) of natural log transformed data of shrimp and fish catch landings, this result was combined with the Akaike information criterion (AIC) to determine the best model. The values for SARIMA $(p,d,q)(P,D,Q)_s$ models were applied as follows:

- Shrimp catch landing, the SARIMA model $(1,1,2)(0,0,3)_12$ was considered as the most appropriate, and due to this model passing all required checks (all the spikes are now within the significant limits), the residuals appear to be white noise. A Ljung-Box test also shows that the residuals have no remaining autocorrelations; additionally, this model has the smallest AIC and RMSE and gives the smallest mean error (ME) (0.0456). This statement is shown in Fig. 3.
For fish catch landings, the seasonal ARIMA model \((1,1,1)(1,0,1)_12\) was considered as the most appropriate, due to this model having passed all required checks (all the spikes are now within the significant limits, and the residuals appear to be white noise). A Ljung-Box test also shows that the residuals have no remaining autocorrelations. Jarque Bera Test result with \(X^2 = 4.0196, df = 2, p\)-value = 0.134 means that the data is consistent with having skewness and excess kurtosis zero; as well as this, this model has the smallest AIC and RMSE and gives the smallest of mean errors (ME) (0.018). This declaration is shown in Fig. 4.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs)

In this study we used single hidden layer feed forward network, this is the model form that is the most widely used for time series modeling and forecasting (Zhang et al., 1998). The model is described by a network of three layers of simple processing units connected by acyclic links. The relationship between the output \( y_t \) and the inputs \( (y_{t-1}, y_{t-2}, \ldots, y_{t-p}) \) follows the mathematical equation:

\[
y_t = \alpha_0 + \sum_{j=1}^{q} \alpha_j g(\beta_{0j} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_{ij} y_{t-i}) + \epsilon_t
\]

(Eq.2)

where, \( \alpha_j (j=0,1,2,\ldots,q) \) and \( \beta_{ij} (i=0,1,2,\ldots,p; j=1,2,\ldots,q) \) are the model parameters, often called the connection weights; \( p \) is the number of input nodes; and \( q \) is the number of hidden nodes. The logistic function is often used as the hidden layer transfer function:

\[
g(x) = \frac{1}{1+\exp(-x)}
\]

(Eq.3)

Thus, the ANN model (2) in fact performs a nonlinear functional capturing from the past observations \( (y_{t-1}, y_{t-2}, \ldots, y_{t-p}) \) to the future value \( y_t \); therefore, \( y_t \) can be written:

\[
y_t = f(y_{t-1}, y_{t-2}, \ldots, y_{t-p}, w) + \epsilon_t
\]

(Eq.4)

where, \( w \) is a vector of all parameters and \( f \) is a function identified by the network structure and connection weights. Hence, the neural network is equivalent to a nonlinear autoregressive model. The Eq. 2 implies one output node in the output layer which is typically used for one step ahead forecasting.

Building ANN model

Like SARIMA model building, the training data set was natural logarithm transformed to get the best results and was used to build the ANN model, then the testing data was used to validate the model. While the SARIMA model uses one sample for model identification, estimation and evaluation, the ANNs estimated model is usually evaluated using a separate hold-out sample that is not displayed to the training process (Zhang, 2003). The model with the smallest mean squared error (MSE) will be chosen. The authors used the package nnfor (Nikolaos, 2017) from R software to create the ANNs model. The forecast statistical packages from R software were used to formulate the SARIMA models (Hyndman, 2017). All graphics and statistics were implemented by R software (R Core Team, 2018).

The best ANNs model was chosen to forecast shrimp fit with 5 hidden nodes and 20 repetitions, series modelled in differences: \( D1 \), univariate lags: \( (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,10) \) due to its smallest MSE (0.0078). The procedure demonstration is expressed in Fig. 5.
Figure 5. Structures of the best fitted Artificial neural network model for shrimp

The best ANNs model was chosen to forecast fish fit with 5 hidden nodes and 20 repetitions. Series modelled in differences: D1, univariate lags: (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12) due to its smallest MSE (0.0372) is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Structures of the best fitted artificial neural network model for fish

Results

Comparison between the SARIMA and ANN models

To estimate the accuracy of the two models, the authors calculated the percentage improvement of SARIMA and ANNs models through Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The percentage MAE was calculated on the average over the validation samples of fish and shrimp catch landings from October 2015 to September 2016. The equation to measure percentage of MAE is as below:

$$\text{MAE(\%)} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left(\frac{|y_i - \hat{y}_i|}{y_i}\right) \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq.5)

where, $|y_i - \hat{y}_i|$ is absolute difference between prediction and actual observation; n is the number of observations. The optimum model with the smaller percentage of MAE will be chosen for forecasting. The percentage MAE of SARIMA and ANNs models are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The percentage MAE values of shrimp and fish catch landings from chosen SARIMA models and ANNs during the period October 2015 to September 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Shrimp catches landings (tons)</th>
<th>SARIMA model prediction (95% CI)-mean</th>
<th>Neural Network prediction</th>
<th>Fish catches landings (tons)</th>
<th>SARIMA model prediction (95% CI)-mean</th>
<th>Neural Network prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount (tons)</td>
<td>% error</td>
<td>Amount (tons)</td>
<td>% error</td>
<td>Amount (tons)</td>
<td>% error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 2015</td>
<td>60.52</td>
<td>47.22</td>
<td>21.97</td>
<td>45.75</td>
<td>24.41</td>
<td>114.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 2015</td>
<td>180.93</td>
<td>68.43</td>
<td>62.18</td>
<td>149.99</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>114.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 2015</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>37.41</td>
<td>9.85</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>54.22</td>
<td>63.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 2016</td>
<td>29.01</td>
<td>28.07</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>29.48</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>61.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 2016</td>
<td>34.68</td>
<td>29.18</td>
<td>15.85</td>
<td>20.57</td>
<td>40.69</td>
<td>54.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 2016</td>
<td>97.09</td>
<td>59.77</td>
<td>38.44</td>
<td>22.19</td>
<td>77.14</td>
<td>49.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 2016</td>
<td>129.39</td>
<td>60.17</td>
<td>53.50</td>
<td>24.69</td>
<td>80.92</td>
<td>59.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2016</td>
<td>75.72</td>
<td>55.97</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>31.14</td>
<td>58.87</td>
<td>69.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 2016</td>
<td>78.32</td>
<td>38.56</td>
<td>50.77</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>86.47</td>
<td>60.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 2016</td>
<td>76.79</td>
<td>39.11</td>
<td>49.07</td>
<td>32.93</td>
<td>57.12</td>
<td>63.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 2016</td>
<td>50.44</td>
<td>51.59</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>37.23</td>
<td>63.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 2016</td>
<td>39.17</td>
<td>43.67</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>34.55</td>
<td>11.79</td>
<td>74.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.73</td>
<td></td>
<td>45.63</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen from Table 1, the ANNs models used for forecasting shrimp and fish catch have higher percentage MAE than SARIMA models, especially in the shrimp data set. These results are clearly described by the amount of the fish and shrimp catch in validated data sets. These are shown in Fig. 7.

![Figure 7. Fish and shrimp model comparisons](image)

In both the shrimp and fish models, the ‘forecast’ line for the SARIMA model has the smaller distance, along with the Actual line, than the ANN model (Fig. 7). Therefore, this study uses SARIMA models for forecasting shrimp and fish catch landings in Songkhla Lagoon until 2020.

**Shrimp and fish catch landing trends in Songkhla Lagoon during 2016-2020**

The monthly catch landings of fish and shrimp groups during 2003-2016, fits and forecasts for coming years, that were produced by the best fitting and best seasonal ARIMA forecasting model per group species, are shown in Fig. 8. Overall, the amplitude and the duration of the between–month fluctuations are adequately described and forecasted by the model with few exceptions.
The result of shrimp and fish catch landings to 2020 is shown in the Fig. 8. It can be seen clearly that, during the period between 2017 and 2020, the shrimp catch landing in Songkhla Lagoon fluctuates at around 53 tons per month, compared with the mean catch (62.5 tons per month) during 2003-2016. Moreover, the fish catch will be around 68 tons per month, compared with the mean catch of around 49 tons during the period 2003-2016. The detailed trends of fish and shrimp catch landings in Songkhla Lagoon until 2020 are clearly described in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 9, the fluctuations of the shrimp and fish catch landings during 50 upcoming months are somehow similar. During the two first years (from month 1 to month 24), the catch amount fluctuated sharply between months; after that, the catch amount was more stable. The difference between the lowest and highest catch amounts of shrimp are significant bigger than for fish. The lowest shrimp catch was January 2018 (28.95 tons) and the highest catch in November 2016 (92.94 tons), the difference being approximately 64 tons. The lowest fish catch was September 2017 (65.75 tons) and the highest fish catch was February 2017 (71.08 tons), with a difference of only 5.33 tons.
Seasonal factor

The overview of monthly shrimp and fish catch landings in Songkhla Lagoon during 2003-2016 are presented in Fig. 10.

![Fish and Shrimp Catch Landing](image)

*Figure 10. Monthly shrimp and fish catch landings in Songkhla Lagoon during 2003-2016*

As shown in Fig. 10, the lowest shrimp catch landing was in January 2008, with only 1.77 tons; and the highest catch amount was in November 2013, the shrimp catch reached a peak with 537.41 tons. The mean shrimp catch was estimated at around 62.56 tons. The results obtained for the monthly fish landings were also shown in Fig. 2, when the most significant catch amount topped 200.78 tons in October 2003; and the lowest in this 2003-2016 period was in December 2009 (6.96 tons). The average monthly catch was around 50.31 tons for this period.

Using Seasonal Factors is the way to analyze data to reveal regular recurring changes associated with the calendar. A seasonal factor measures the percentage amount when, on average, a month is higher or lower than normal (Austin, 1981). From Fig. 10, it can be seen that the size of the seasonal fluctuations in both shrimp and fish time series data seems to be roughly constant over time, and does not depend on the level of the time series. Thus, to know exactly the seasonal trend of monthly shrimp and fish catches, the study estimated seasonal factors affecting shrimp and fish for the particular month from January to December. These factors are the same for each particular month, each year. Before monsoon season in Southern Thailand, December, is the best season for both shrimp and fish catching, which is shown by the high seasonal factors (from September...
to November. However, during monsoon season (December to February), the seasonal factors for shrimp catch landings are significant low while the factors for fish catch are really low during the dry season (March to May). The details for these claims are given in Table 2 and Fig. 11. November provides the best seasonal factors for both shrimp catch landings (about 0.88) and fish (about 0.31); while the lowest seasonal factor for shrimp catch (about -0.96) is in January, and for the fish catch (about -0.36) in March, indicating that there seems to be a peak in both shrimp and fish catch landings in November with the bottom for shrimp catch in January, and for the fish catch in March in each year.

Table 2. Seasonal factors for shrimp and fish catch in Songkhla Lagoon during 2003-2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Shrimp seasonal factors</th>
<th>Fish seasonal factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. The average catch of fish and shrimp per month in Songkhla Lagoon during 2003-2016

According to the data for the total fish and shrimp catch from January to December for January 2003 through to the first 9 months of 2016, the total catch in months of the two species was different with reference to both the amount and the time of catch in the year. The amount of shrimp caught was lowest in January (estimate 27.06 tons) and highest in November, up to 138.55 tons. The amount of fish caught was lowest in March (only 35.13 tons) and highest in November, around 69.36 tons. In general, there was a sharp fluctuation in the average catch between months in year, particularly with reference to shrimp catch landings.

The trend and season of monthly shrimp and fish catch landings is shown clearly in Fig. 12.
Discussion

Model fitting and forecasting performances

In this study, the percentage improvement figures for SARIMA and the ANN model for shrimp catch are significantly different (16.9%). In contrast with this result, the improvement figures for fish are very little different (1.56%). In the past, the percentage improvement of ARIMA and the ANN model has been different according to the data set and the period of the forecasting, which was confirmed by Khashei and Bijari (2011) when they used sunspot, Canadian lynx, and exchange rate data sets to compare percentage improvements of ARIMA and the ANN model. Almost all the results showed the better percentage improvement for ANNs over the ARIMA model at different levels. However, when they forecasted 67 points ahead from sunspot data set, percentage MAE of ANNs model is 3.32% bigger than ARIMA model. Again, this statement was proved by Tseng et al. (2002), when the SARIMA model of machinery production time series showed the better result compared to the neural network (NN) with 60 historical forecasting items of data, but the SARIMA model’s results were not as good as NN when they forecast 36 points ahead.

In the past, Stergiow (1989) found two suitable ARIMA models to forecast pilchard (*sardina pilchardus*) catches up to 12 months ahead with mean errors (ME) of 14.6% and 12% for the two models. Suitable SARIMA models were found in this study for shrimp and fish with mean errors of 4.56% and 1.83%.

Univariate SARIMA models satisfactorily predicted the total fish and shrimp catch landings. So far, linear regression models developed for total fish catch in Songkhla Lagoon have illustrated little forecasting power (the percentage improvement was 34.6%) (Chesoh and Lim, 2008). In the present study, the univariate SARIMA models that were built show good performance in terms of explained variability and predicting power. The results demonstrate a strong autoregressive character of the time series, i.e. the fish catch landing value at month t depends on the catch at month t-12. SARIMA models provided satisfactory forecasts that were close to the recorded fish and shrimp catch values. The seasonal ARIMA models were found not to be appropriate for both shrimp and fish catch landing, suggesting that the catch landings of fish and shrimp had a different statistical structure. The present findings also imply the clear existence of a
seasonal pattern in the monthly fish/shrimp catch landing, which is shown both in the original data and seasonal factor (Table 2 and Fig. 11).

**Seasonal fish and shrimp catch landing**

There are major peaks for seasonal fish and shrimp catch landing in the rainy season (from September to November), however, they quickly reduce in December-January. The seasonal cycle is most likely related to the nature of the lagoon ecosystem. In the monsoon seasons (October-January), there is intrusion of sea water from the Gulf of Thailand into the lagoon through a short narrow channel (about 8m in depth) in the outer section. Where the most intensive fishing activities occur, the average depth is very shallow, 1.0-1.5 m. The dry season in southeast Thailand extends from February to April. Most of the brackish and saltwater fish populations migrate to the open sea, whereas the freshwater fish in the upper lake migrate to deeper pools. This phenomenon is consistent with the seasonal migration of some fishermen to find work in the cities (Chesoh and Lim, 2008). The fishing is more intense during the first months of the monsoon season and decreases in December, due to such heavy rain and flooding that the fishermen cannot go fishing. The seasonal catch of shrimp and fish during 2003-2016 was different: while the shrimp catch decreased sharply from December to February, the fish catch decreased significant in the dry season, mostly concentrated in March to May, and before the rainy season (July and August). During the dry season, the fish from Songkhla Lagoon migrate back to the sea (the Gulf of Thailand) for breeding, spawning and larval nursing (Choonhapran, 1996; Chesoh and Samphantharaga, 2004). This claim is also confirmed by the composition of the first finding species found in both Songkhla Lagoon and Sathing Pra (a coastal area in Songkhla province that the author is studying). The seasonal shrimp catch landing is somehow different from the seasonal fish catch, the explanation coming from the effect of the restocking program during this period.

Factors involved in the seasonal variation in fish and shrimp catches may be due to regional climate, especially the effect of the monsoon season in the Southern Thailand, for these months, the catch in coastal provinces decreases sharply (Komontree et al., 2006), and the catch in the lagoon tends to increase. Seasonal difference effects on monthly fish catch also have been found in previous studies (Stergiou and Christou, 1996; Komontree et al., 2006). Even though the fish catch is very low during March to May, the shrimp catch tends to increase which may be due to the effect of seasonal difference, as the annual closure of the fishing area of the Gulf of Thailand from February 16 to May 15 does not affect the fish catch in the lagoon. The changes of season lead to the changes in zooplankton (Brysiewicz et al., 2006), which would be one of the reasons for the difference in fish and shrimp catch between seasons.

**Fish and shrimp catch trends in Songkhla Lagoon**

In the monthly fish and shrimp catch landings until 2020, both shrimp and fish catch fluctuated sharply during the two first years of forecasting, then they fluctuated steadily. The shrimp catch reduced to 52.88 tons, by around 15.47% of the catch average during 2003-2016. In contrast with the shrimp catch, the fish catch increased to 68.45 tons, estimated at a 36.05% increase in comparison with the mean fish for the same period in 2003-2016. This result reflects the reality of fishing activities in Songkhla: the general trends of shrimp catch reduce due to the decrease in the number of juvenile shrimps from the stocking program.
During the past four decades, only two papers have reported the annual catches in the main Songkhla Lagoon. The first study was conducted during 1984-1986 (Tonkwinas et al., 1986) and the second during 1994-1995 (Choonhapran et al., 1996). These studies reported the total annual fish catch during 1994-1995, a decrease of 22% compared to the catch in 1984-1986. The monthly report of total fish catches during 1977 to 2006 was 219.9 tons (Chesoh and Lim, 2008).

Conclusion

Knowing the seasons and forecasting both play an important role in fisheries’ management, as they constitute the first steps of the planning and decision-making process (Stergiou and Christow, 1996; Stergiou et al., 1997). The facts of the good performance of the final ARIMA models applied to shrimp and fish catch landings in this paper in terms of short term forecasting of up to 12 months in advance, as well as the results that the models provided for insight into the seasonal components of the time series, all justify their use in fisheries’ management. Accurate forecasts for 1-2 years may provide useful information to fishery policy makers as well as fishermen. For small scale fishing, the conditions for fishing do not seem to change much inside the lagoon and there are limited budgets for organizing the usual surveys, so SARIMA models can be considered as suitable tools to forecast the persistence of fish and shrimp catches. The performance of the models could be improved by additional information about environmental factors (e.g. temperature, salinity…) and other factors (market prices and biological information) put into the multivariate models.
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